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Abstract 
It is well known that confluence and strong normalization are preserved when combining 
algebraic rewriting systems with the simply typed lambda calculus. It is equally well known 
that confluence fails when adding either the usual contraction rule for II, or recursion together 
with the usual contraction rule for sujective pairing. 
We show that confluence and strong normalization are modular properties for the combination 
of algebraic rewriting systems with typed lambda calculi enriched with expansive extensional 
rules for q and sujective pairing. We also show how to preserve confluence in a modular way 
when adding jxpoints to different rewriting systems. This result is also obtained by a simple 
translation technique allowing to simulate bounded recursion. 
1. Introduction 
Confluence and strong normalization for the combination of lambda calculus and 
algebraic rewriting systems have been the object of many studies [3, 15,5, 121, where 
the modularity of these properties is studied. However, the simple extensional equality: 
(?I Ax.Mx=M ifM:A+B and x#FV(M) 
when turned into a contractive rewrite rule 
(rlc> Lx.Mx-+M ifM:A--+B and x$FV(M) 
breaks the modularity of confluence, as the following example shows: 
Example 1.1. Take a single algebraic rule fx 2 a where f and a are algebraic sym- 
bols. Then the following diagram cannot be closed: 
,f L 3,x. fx -ff% ix. a 
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On the other hand, if we turn the r~ equality the other way around into an expansion 
instead of a contraction 
(Ye> A4 --+ 1x.M~ if M : A + B and x @ FV(M) 
the previous counterexample simply goes away as it becomes f 2 Ax. fx 2 2x.a. 
The expansive interpretation of extensional equalities was pioneered by Mints [24] 
and in the last years there has been an increasing interest in this reading of extensional 
rules, (see for example [l, 11, 10,7, 141, where the applicability of the ne rule to a 
subterm M is restricted in order to guarantee strong normalization, as follows (see 
[lo] for a detailed discussion): 
(structural condition): M must not be a A-abstraction, 
(contextual condition): M must not be applied to an argument. 
The rule obtained from ne when enforcing these conditions is what we call here 
a conditional expansion rule, and will be referred to simply as q in the rest of the 
paper: even if it seems to be much more restrictive than the other ones, because of 
these conditions, we will see that together with /I and a first-order algebraic system it 
generates the same equational theory as yC, that is, we do not loose any equality. 
It is then quite legitimate to ask if it is possible to recover the confluence property 
when combining conjluent first-order algebraic rewriting systems with the typed lambda 
calculus and expansive extensional rules, and moreover to ask whether this property 
can be derived in a modular way. Notice that these conditional expansion rules do not 
fit even into the very general framework of higher-order systems [15,20,27], where 
higher-order variables are not allowed as left-hand sides of rules. Notice that if we 
want to get rid of the specific counterexample above, without using expansion rules, 
there is also the possibility to state that a function symbol f alone is not a well-formed 
term if it has not a base type. While this approach can also lead to a confluent system, 
as shown by [25], it is important to consider that the expansive reading of extensional 
rules was not born just for handling the counterexample above, but to solve many 
different problems (like the ones posed by the combination of A-calculus with the 
terminal type [6], or with fixpoint operators [26]): all work done using contractions 
will inevitably be confronted with the same unsurmountable difficulties as soon as these 
further extensions are considered. 
Another natural question arises when taking into consideration fixpoint operators: 
whenever we want to show confluence in the presence of fixpoints, we usually resort 
to the technique of labeled reductions that originated in Levy’s work on the untyped 
lambda-calculus [22]. Furthermore, it has already been shown that fixpoints are compat- 
ible with expansion rules for surjective pairing [ 10, 111, while recursion together with 
the surjective pairing equality oriented as a contraction rule causes confluence to fail 
[26]. This negative result has a similar flavor to the fact that recursion together with 
non-linear algebraic rules causes confluence (and even uniqueness of normal forms) to 
fail, as shown for example in [3]. It is quite reasonable to ask again for a more friendly 
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proof technique based on modular properties, possibly capable of handling conditional 
expansion rules. 
In this paper we give a positive answer to these questions: confluence and normal- 
ization are modular properties when combining algebraic rewriting systems with typed 
lambda calculi featuring extensional rules, and confluence can be modularly derived 
when adding fixpoints, even in the presence of conditional expansion rules. To do so, 
we show that reduction to expansive normal form commutes with the other reductions, 
and this allows to reduce both confluence and strong normalization in presence of ex- 
tensionality to the already known confluence and strong normalization properties of the 
system without extensionality. 
For the fixpoint combinators we adopt a simulation technique that allows to reduce 
the confluence property of a quite broad class of reduction relations, including those 
generated by left-linear comhinatory reduction systems (CR&) [ 191 with fixpoints to 
the confluence of the system with-out fixpoints. The restriction of left-linear system is 
clearly necessary when we have fixpoints, as shown for example in the case of algebraic 
rewriting in [3]. We also show how to extend this result to the expansive interpretation 
of extensional rules: they do not fit into the general definition of a left-linear CRS, but 
can be handled separately. 
The paper is logically divided into two main parts: we first show how the combina- 
tion of first-order algebraic rewriting systems with the typed lambda-calculus preserves 
strong normalization and confluence even with expansion rules for y and surjective 
pairing, then we present a general technique for handling fixpoint combinators, even 
in the presence of expansion rules. These two results will give us the full picture: 
first-order algebraic rewriting systems can be added by preserving confluence to the 
extensional simply typed lambda calculus, while fixpoints can be added preserving 
confluence to any left-linear rewriting system possibly containing expansion rules. 
These results provide a simple, clean and powerful way of incorporating extensional- 
ity into a higher-order language with algebraic data types, and have clearly immediate 
application in the field of automated theorem proving, by providing a simple way of 
deciding extensional equality that does not rely on ad hoc normalization strategies as 
it is done in previous works. 
This paper presents substantial improvements over [9], where some of the results 
presented here appeared in a restricted form: we prove the preservation of confluence 
and strong normalization for the combination of typed R-calculus with algebraic systems 
and expansion rules in a much simpler way and without requiring left-linearity of the 
algebraic system; we also present a more detailed and precise treatment of confluence 
preservation in the presence of fixpoints. 
2. Basic definitions 
We use the standard notions of substitutions, reduction, normal form, confluence, 
normalization, etc., from the theory of /I-calculus and rewriting systems [2,8], and 
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we recall here the standard definitions concerned with first-order algebraic rewriting 
systems and extensional typed lambda calculus with pairs. We also fix the notations 
for the different reduction relations. 
Definition 2.1 (Signature). A signature C = (S,9,9) consists of 
l A set Y of base types. 
l A set Y of function symbols 
l A set 9 of declarations of the form f : ~11 -+ . . . + a, -+ cc, where f E 9, 
~(1,. . . , ct,,, M E Y- and n 20. We say that n is the arity of f. 
Notice that in our presentation we use curryjed algebraic function symbols, while 
in the classical presentation those algebraic function symbols that are not constants are 
not terms themselves, but only used to build terms of base types. 
We assume the sets 9 and Y to be disjoint and we require every functional symbol 
in 9 to have exactly one declaration in 9. From now on, we suppose the signature 
C to be fixed. Given a signature C, we define the set of types A and terms M of our 
calculus by the following grammar: 
A ::= r / AXA 1 A+A 
M ::= f ) x 1 Ax: A.M 1 MM ( (M,M) 1 q(M) 1 TQ(M) 
where g ranges over Y, f ranges over 9 and x ranges over a countable set of variables. 
We will often write M7Vi . . .Nk for the term ((...(MNi)...)Nk). 
Variables and constants are typed by the following axioms: 
xl:Al, . . . . xn:An k xi:Ai (1 <i<n) 
xl:Al, . . . . x,,:A, t- f :A if f :A is in the signature 
where the xi’s are pairwise distinct. 
And terms are typed by the following rules: 
l-,x:A k M:B rkM:A--tB rt-N:A 
rtLx:A.M:A-+B r t (MN):B 
r t-M1:A1 r kM2:Az rl-M:B1 x B2 rl-M:B1 xB2 
r t (Ml,M2) :A1 X A2 r k q(M):Bl r I- n2(M):B2 
Notice that in our typing system it is possible for an algebraic function symbol to be 
partially applied, i.e. to be applied to less arguments that its arity. 
In the following, we will only work with well-typed terms, even if we will often 
omit types when they are clear from the context. 
Definition 2.2 (Context). Let q be a fresh symbol. A term with one occurrence of q 
is called a context, and is written C[ ]_ The result of replacing the occurrence of q in 
C[ ] with a term t is written C[t]. 
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Definition 2.3 (Algebraic term). A term is algebraic if it is either a variable of base 
type or has the form f T, . . . T,,, where f E 9’ has arity n, and every z is an algebraic 
term. Note that an algebraic term is always of base type according to our definition. 
Definition 2.4 (Algebraic rewriting system). A jirst-order algebraic rewriting rule is 
an ordered pair (T, U) of algebraic terms such that T is not a variable, and every 
variable of U also appears in T. An algebraic rewriting system ,& is a finite set 
{ (7;, Uj)}yC, of algebraic rewriting rules. 
Definition 2.5 (Left-linear algebraic rewriting system). An algebraic rewriting system 
is left-linear if no variable occurs on the left-hand side of the same rule more than 
once. 
We note FV(M) the set of free variables of the term M. We write [N/Z] for the 
typed substitution mapping each variable xi : Ai to a term Ni : Ai and M[N/x] for the 
term M where each variable xi free in A4 is replaced by N,. 
Definition 2.6 (Algebraic reduction). The algebraic reduction between terms is a 
binary relation 5, defined in such a way that C[T’] 5 C[U’] if and only if there 
exists a substitution 0 and a rule (T, U) E &’ such that T’ = Q(T) and U’ = Q(U). 
The higher-order rewrite relation. We now give a formal definition of the various 
rewrite relations we are interested in. First of all, notice that these relations will not be 
congruences (precisely because of the contextual condition on the expansion rules), so 
it will not be enough to just give the basic rewrite rules that operate on a root redex, 
as is done traditionally, but we will also need to explicitly say for which contexts the 
relation is closed. 




(3,x : A.M)N L M[N/x] 
~i&flJfZ) AMi, for i = 1,2 
(SP) M z(nnl(M),n2(M)), C M:AxB if M is not a pair 
x G Ff’(M) 
(17) M~kA.Mx, if M:A+C 
1 M is not a %-abstraction 
Definition 2.7 (Relation +). The one-step reduction relation between terms, denoted 
+, is defined to be the closure of the reduction rules /3, rl, ~1,712, SP for all the contexts 
except application and projection, i.e., 
l If M + M’, then MN + M’N except in the case M -1, M’ 
l If M + M’, then rcj (M) + rci(M’) except in the case M ZM’ 
This amounts to forbidding expansions of terms that are either applied or projected. 
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Notation 2.8. The transitive and the reflexive transitive closure of + are noted J+ 
and J*, respectively. 
We use & to denote the reduction relation + without extensional rules, and k, 
to denote the relation + with only extensional rules. 
We will also write MR for the R-normal form of a term M. 
We denote by -+ the reduction relation + U %, by +B the relation & U 2 and 
by -Q the relation & U 5. 
Theorem 2.9. The rejlexive, symmetric and transitive closure of 3 generates the 
same equational theory as the one obtained using the traditional equalities for /I, z, 
SP and y. The same holds for +. 
Proof. By a simple case analysis. This is done for + in Theorem 3.3 of [lo], but the 
same proof holds for --+, because the conditions imposed on expansions only involve 
higher-order terms, and do not interfere with --%. 0 
3. Modularity of confluence and strong normalization 
We know from [3,5] that combining the non-extensional simply typed lambda 
calculus with a confluent first-order algebraic rewriting system preserves confluence. 
On the other hand, this combination yields a strongly normalizing system when the 
algebraic one is [4,28]. When one also adds non-extensional pairs [12] shows, adapting 
the techniques in [3], that confluence and strong normalization are modular properties 
for the combination with left-linear algebraic rewriting systems. These prior results are 
used by our proof technique for incorporating the expansion rules. 
3.1. An overview of the proof technique 
To do so, we use a technique originally developed in [lo] for a specific typed lambda 
calculus with expansion rules, that is general enough to be applied in this context. This 
amounts to find a translation between rewriting systems with some special properties. 
Definition 3.1 (Simulation). Given any reduction relations RI and R2, a translation -’ 
from RI U R2 to R2 has the simulation property if MRl N implies M” 3 +N”. 
Also, we say that -’ from RI UR2 to R2 has the weak simulation property if A4 R* N 
implies AP %*N’. 
We will often call (weak) simulation a translation with the (weak) simulation 
property. 
The simulation property alone is sufficient to show that strong normalization is 
preserved when adding expansion rules, while a weak simulation which is the identity 
on expansive normal forms allows to derive the preservation of confluence. 
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Proposition 3.2 (Normalization via translation (I)). Given two reduction relations RI, 
R2 on a given set of terms, and a simulation from RI URZ to R2, then 1fRz is strongly 
normalizing, also RI U R2 is strongly normalizing. 
Proof. Straightforward since any infinite reduction sequence of RI U R2 can be turned 
via simulation into an infinite reduction of R2, leading to a contradiction with the 
hypothesis. 0 
Proposition 3.3 (Normalization via translation (II)). Let RI, R2 be two strongly nor- 
malizing reduction relations on a given set of terms. If any reduction step M -% N 
can be simulated by a reduction sequence MR’ J$+NR, 2 then if RI is conjuent, also 
RI U R2 is strongly normalizing. 
Proof. Suppose that RI U R2 is not strongly normalizing. Then there exists an infinite 
reduction sequence of RI U R2, and this sequence must contain an infinitely many RI- 
steps as well as R2-steps (because both RI and R2 are strongly normalizing). Using the 
confluence of RI, this sequence can be turned via simulation into an infinite reduction 
of RI, leading to a contradiction with the hypothesis. 0 
Proposition 3.4 (Confluence via translation). Given two reduction relations RI, R2 on 
a given set of terms, and a translation -OS. t. 
l Any reduction step M RIUR:! N can be (weakly) simulated by a reduction M” A* 
N” 
l Th.e translation is the identity on the RI-normal-forms 
then tf R2 is confluent and RI is weakly normalizing, RI u R2 is con$uent. 
Proof. Fig. 1 shows how to close any diagram of R1 U 112. The dotted line pinpoints 
the first translation step from M to M”, while fl’ is any Ri-normal form of Pi, and 
= is equality up to a-conversion. 
The weak normalization property for R1 ensures the existence of the Ri-normal forms 
Ppl and Pt’. The link between the outer and inner diagrams can be done by the second 
property since translation does not affect RI-normal forms. Finally, the inner diagram 
can be closed by the confluence property of the reduction relation R2. 0 
Remark 3.5 (A simple generalization). It is easy to obtain a simple generalization of 
the previous proposition. If one takes any reduction R’ C(R1 U Rz)* which weakly 
simulates (RI U R2)*, then confluence of R’ still implies confluence of (RI U R2)*. We 
decided, however, to present the proposition with R’ = Rz, since this is the form that 
we will need all along the paper. 
In the special case where the translation ’ - is exactly the RI-normal form, then we 
can prove a stronger abstract result, which generalizes the generalized interpretation 
method of [16]. 
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Fig. 1 
Proposition 3.6. Let RI and RZ be two reduction systems such that RI is weakly 
normalizing and f is a deterministic normalization strategy taking any term M to 
an RI-normal form, named f(M). Let R’ be another reduction system on the set of 
RI-normal forms satisfying the following properties: 
. R’ C(R, u Rz)* 
l Any reduction step M R* N can be (weakly) simulated by f(M) % * f (N) 
then R’ is conjluent f and only tf RI U Rz is conj?uent. 
Proof. The only if part can be proven as in Proposition 3.4: assume R’ is confluent and 
suppose P* ReM R**N. Using the fact that f is a deterministic weak simulation 
wRe have f(P)* A f(M) %* f (N). Since R’ is confluent, we have f(P) %*@ 
Rt;K2<(N*)R,tRy some Ri-normal form Q. As R’C(Rl U Rz)*, we obtain f(P) 
-Q - f(N). Finally, f takes a term to its Ri-normal form, so we have 
N % * f (N) and P 5 *f(P) which allows us to close the diagram. 
As for the if part, assume RI U R2 is confluent and let M, P and Q be R1-normal 
forms. Then any divergence P* &M z*Q is a divergence P* R* M R* *Q by 
the first hypothesis so that the diagram can be closed by P R3*N* Re Q. By the 
weak simulation hypothesis we have f(P) -%* f (N)* & f(Q), but P and Q are RI- 
normal forms so P = f(P) and Q = f(Q) which makes it possible to conclude the 
proof. Cl 
3.2. Combining first-order algebraic rewriting systems with ,I-calculus and 
extensional rules 
In this section we show that confluence and strong normalization are modular prop- 
erties of the combination of first-order algebraic rewriting systems with the extensional 
typed lambda calculus with pairing and q based on expansion rules. The results pre- 
sented here generalize the ones originally presented in [9], as we can show modularity 
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of confluence and strong normalization in the combination of first-order algebraic 
rewriting systems with I-calculus and extensional rules, without requiring left-linearity 
of the algebraic rewriting systems. 
We proceed now to show that the translation from -+ into --+B that sends a term M 
to its expansive normal ME form has the following properties: 
l any reduction step M -+B N can be simulated by a reduction sequence ME --+i NE 
l any reduction step A4 -+ N can be simulated by a reduction sequence ME -.+s NE 
l the translation is, by definition, the identity on the (yl, SP)-normal forms 
As a consequence, the desired modularity results will be derived from the above Propo- 
sitions 3.3 and 3.4, using the following well-known results about expansions in simply 
typed ,I-calculus. 
Theorem 3.7 (Expansions are SN and CR). The relation & is strongly normalizing 
and confluent. 
Proof. Several proofs of strong normalization can be found, either direct, using a 
decreasing measure as in [23, 171, or indirect as in [9]. Confluence then follows by 
Newman’s Lemma. 0 
Theorem 3.8 (Simulation over expansive-normal forms). Zf M AN, then ME a+ 
NE. 
Proof. This is done by an analysis of expansive normal forms in Lemma 14 of [ 11. 
A clean proof for a more complex calculus can also be found in [ 181. C 
We now prove a similar result for first-order algebraic rewriting vs. expansive normal 
forms. 
Lemma 3.9. For every substitution tI and every algebraic term T there is a substitu- 
tion cp such that: 
1. rp(T) = O(T)E; 
2. for all algebraic term U with FV( U) C: FV( T), cp( U) = t?( U)E. 
Proof. First of all, for every variable y, and every substitution 0 we define q(y) = 
e(Y)E. 
1. Let now T be any algebraic term; we proceed by induction on the structure of T. 
l T E x. Then we have q(x) = e(x)s. 
l T E f TI...T,. Then B(T) = ,f e(T,)... B(T,) and by i.h. there is a substi- 
tution cpi such that vi(x) = e(x)E for all x E FV(Ti) and cpi(z) = e( Ti)E for 
i = 1 n. Since the expansive normal form of a term is unique (because of The- 
orem 3.7), all the vi’s agree on their common variables, so we can define q as 
qlU...Uq~~ and then cp(f T, . ..T.) = f cpl(T,)...cp,(T~) = f f9(T,)E...C)(Tn)E = 
(f B(TI).. . B(rn))E = e(T)E. 
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2. As for the second property, it is enough to remark that the expansive normal 
form of e(U), when U is algebraic, is uniquely determined by its value on e(x) for 
all variable x in U and this is precisely what CQ gives. 0 
Theorem 3.10 (Algebraic simulation over expansive-normal forms). If M 2 N, then 
ME %+NE. 
Proof. By induction on the structure of M, using the fact that an algebraic term has 
base type, so it cannot be expanded at the root. We just show here the case when 
5 N is a root reduction step. 
Let A4 = 0(r), where (T, U) E d and N = t9( U). Now by Lemma 3.9 there is 
a substitution rp such that q(T) = O(T)“. So we can apply the algebraic rule on the 
E-normal form of A4 and get ME = Ids = q(T) 5 q(U). But Lemma 3.9 also 
says q(U) = g(U)E, so ME % NE as needed. 0 
We can then conclude that 
Theorem 3.11 (Simulation for expansions). 
l IfrkM:AandM-+BN, thenME-$NE. 
l ZfrkM:AandM-+N, thenME-+iNE. 
Proof. By combining the previous Theorems 3.7, 3.8 and 3.10. 0 
This is enough to get our modularity results: 
Theorem 3.12 (Modularity of the strong normalization property). Let ~2 be any 
strongly normalizing first-order algebraic rewriting system. Then d plus the sim- 
ply typed lambda calculus with pairing and expansion rules for n and SP is strongly 
normalizing. 
Proof. We know by [4] that the combination of a strongly normalizing first-order 
algebraic rewriting system with the lambda calculus yields a strongly normalizing 
reduction, and the technique used there extends easily to handle pairing (actually, since 
pairs are definable in the simply typed lambda calculus, one can also get this result 
by a simple simulation). By Proposition 3.3 (taking as R1 the reduction a, which 
is confluent and strongly normalizing by Theorem 3.7, and es as R2) and Theorem 
3.11, our reduction -+ is strongly normalizing. 0 
Theorem 3.13 (Modularity of the confluence property). Let & be any confkentfirst- 
order algebraic rewriting system. Then d plus the simply typed lambda calculus with 
pairing and expansion rules for n and SP is confkent. 
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Proof. We know by [3,5] that the combination of a confluent first-order algebraic 
rewriting system with the lambda calculus yields a confluent reduction, and the tech- 
nique extends easily to handle pairing. So, our reduction relation ““‘B is confluent. In 
view of Proposition 3.4 (taking & as RI, --Q as R2 and the reduction to A-normal 
form as the translation), and using Theorems 3.11 and 3.7 this is enough to deduce 
that -+ is also confluent. 0 
4. Adding recursion to a rewriting system 
We focus now on adding fixpoint operators to a rewriting system S. We assume a 
new constant jxA : (A + A) -+ A for each type A, with the reduction rule ’ 
We also assume that the fix constant does not occur in any rule of S. We will drop 
the type subscript in the rest of this section, as it is not necessary for the proofs to go 
through. Indeed, all the proofs hold also in an untyped setting. 
4.1. The traditional approach 
Let us recall here a proof technique essentially due to Levy (see [22]) that is used 
quite often to prove that a specific confluent calculus stays confluent when combined 
with a fixpoint operator. Usually, one considers an auxiliary reduction relation with 
bounded fixpoint operators jx” and the more restrictive reduction rule 2 
cfix) fix” 3 nf.f($x”-‘f) n>O 
where jix’ can be taken as a fixed fresh variable y not occurring anywhere else. 
Essentially, this puts a bound on the depth of any recursive call, so to eliminate infinite 
sequences of fix reductions: sometimes, this is enough to preserve strong normalization 
of the original reduction relation S. If it happens that local confluence also still holds, 
then by Newman’s Lemma we have confluence of this auxiliary reduction relation ‘2. 
Then for the specific system under consideration one has to show the following facts: - 
(Erasing) : If A4 ‘ufii[ N, then IM] sufix ---+ (NI, where IMI is obtained from M by remov- 
ing all the superscripts from the jix terms. 
(Rounding) : For any reduction sequence A40 ‘Ufix Ml ‘ufiii. ’ . suf;:‘M,,, there exists an 
- - 
indexed computation NO ‘Unix Nt ‘2 . ‘ufiii N,, such that INil = Mi, for i = O...n 
’ We choose to work with this rule instead of the more common one fixa M 5 M(jx, M), because it is 
computationally equivalent but allows to simplify the proofs a bit. This version is also used for example in 
1121. 
5 * The corresponding bounded version for the more common fixpoint rule is jx” M * M(jix”-’ M) n > 0. 
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Fig. 2. 
._ ..z *L. 
su$i Q sujii sujZi Q sufi 
Fig. 3. 
(usually, but not always, as we will see in Example 4.8, it s&ices to 
terms in MO by a number k 2 n). 
- 
Finally, using just the confhtence property for ‘ufip, the confluence 
relation ‘uJii( can be derived using the following general proposition. 
- 
Proposition 4.1. If ‘UfiiF and ‘2 satisfy the erasing and bounding 
SUfX 
conjluence of ‘UJip implies conjuence of -. 
index all the fix 
of the reduction 
properties, then 
- 
Proof. Take any diagram A4’* ‘2 M ‘Unix *Ml’. By bounding we get N’* ‘2 N ‘ufiii * 
N” with A4 = INI, M’ = IN’1 and M” = IN”1 (see Fig. 2). Then by confluence - 
of ‘ufix there exists a Q s.t. N’ - 
sufin* * sufix 
Q -N” and finally by erasing we get that 
M’S**IQl*s*M” (see Fig. 3). 
4.2. Our approach 
Only two points of the traditional approach are really needed to prove confluence 
with unbounded recursion: 
1. The erasing and bounding properties. 
2. Bounded fixpoints preserve confluence of the original specific rewriting system. 
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Indeed, the strong normalization property of 5 is used only as a technical tool 
to prove confluence of 3, and does not have real interest: we show that bounded 
fixpoints preserve confluence for any reduction relation, and we do not need at all 
the strong normalization property of E in the proof. Surprisingly enough, only the 
bounding property puts some constraint on the rewriting system under consideration 
(as we will see later, we have to forbid non-left-linear reduction rules for bounding to 
hold). 
4.3. Confluence with bounded jixpoints 
Instead of adapting an existing confluence proof to take into account the bounded 
fixpoint reduction rule, as is usually done, it is better to look for a more modular 
approach. It turns out that such an approach exists indeed, and is based on the existence 
of a translations of the fix” constants that enjoys the weak simulation property and is 
the identity on $x-normal forms. This is enough to prove confluence of the mixed 
system without requiring any kind of information on the termination properties of the 
original rewriting system. 
Proposition 4.2 (Bounded recursion preserves confluence). Let S be any rewriting 
system. If there exists a translation [ ] from S U,fix to S s. t. 
- 
l [ ] is a weak simulation from S UG to S, (i.e. M ‘2 N implies [Ml 3 *[Nl]) 
l [listhe d t’t i en 2 y on fix-normal forms 
then tf S is confluent so is S plus bounded recursion. 
Proof. Assume S is confluent. We apply Proposition 3.4 taking 6 as RI and S as 
Rz. The required properties of I[ ] there, are satisfied by hypothesis here. Also, the 
strong normalization of - alone is trivial since each step strictly decreases the simple 
measure on terms given by the sum of all indexes n, of all occurrences of bounded 
fixpoints. We can then conclude that S plus bounded recursion is confluent. @ 
We can now state our general theorem for the preservation of confluence in the 
presence of fixpoints. 
Theorem 4.3 (Unbounded fixpoints vs. confluence). Given an arbitrary confluent 
rewriting relation S, then SU fix is con$uent whenever the following conditions hold. 
- 
(Erasing): If M ‘ufix N, then IMI suf;x -+ INI, where [MI is obtained from M b_v 
removing all the superscripts from the fix terms. 
(Bounding): For any reduction sequence MO ‘* Ml ‘2 . . . ‘ufix M,, there 
SlJfLx 
exists an indexed computation No + N1 
SJfix 
--+ . ‘Urix N,, such that INi/ = A4i, for 
i = 0. . n (usually it sufices to index all the fix terms in MO by a number k 3 n). 
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(Weak simulation): There exists a weak simulation from S ~$5 to S which is the 
identity on $x-normal forms. 
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Propositions 4.1 and 4.2. 0 
Remark 4.4. These very simple arguments hold for whatever abstract relation S and 
whatever definition of S U fix we may choose, but in most cases the erasing property 
holds trivially and one can use as the required simulation an appropriate context closure 
of this very simple and natural translation: 
@x0] =$x0 = y (the jxed fresh variable in the deJ:) 
Vx”D = Af .f(ll_W’If 1 
which has the crucial property that 
[[fix”1=~f.foIJix”-‘nf> =lPf.fW-‘f)l 
The only problems arise in the verification of the bounding property due to some form 
of non-left-linearity. 
We will try to substantiate this general remark, in what follows, by considering some 
very powerful framework for defining term rewriting systems. 
4.4. Fixpoints and CRSs 
When the reduction system S is a CRS as defined in [21], the fixpoint rule is 
presented as 
(Jix) Jix + Wf I@(f 3 @(fix9 f >>I 
It is immediate to verify the erasing property, and the simple translation suggested 
above becomes: 
Definition 4.5 (Simple translation for jixpoints in CR%). Let 1 be a unary operator 
used for A-abstraction and @ be a binary operator used for application. 
afix’] =$x0 E Y (the $xed fresh variable in the def.) 
Ujx”] = Nf l@(f~ @<W-‘n~f ))I 
One can extend [ ] to all the terms of the CRS by defining [M]I = AJuG] /G], that 
is, by just replacing all Jix’ constants with their translations. 
Example 4.6. Let M be pair (@($x2,H),jxo), where pair is a binary operator used 
for pairs. Then its translation is 
W4@(Uf l@(f9 @(J([gl@(s, @(K s)))hf ))JO Y) 
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This translation has the weak simulation property: indeed, one-step reduction of 
bounded recursion can be simulated by an empty step in the reduction system without 
recursion as follows: 
n_Wn = n([fl@(f,@(IIJix”-‘ll,f))) = IIn([fl@(f,@(Jix”-‘,f)))n 
Also, the translation is the identity on fix-normal forms, so the hypothesis of 
Theorem 4.3 is then verified. 
This is different from what is done in [ 11,9], where to simulate a step of bounded 
recursion one needs a p reduction step, and hence fl must be part of the original 
rewriting system. 
Using this translation and Proposition 4.2, we immediately have: 
Corollary 4.7 (Bounded recursion preserves confluence of CRSs). If S is a canjuent 
CRS, then so is S U$x. 
Left-linearity and the bounding property. When we turn to the unbounded fixpoint 
operator, though, we face a difficulty that limits our results: for a general reduction 
SlJjG 
relation 5, the confluence (with or without normalization) of - does not imply 
confluence for ‘ufix. The reason is that if there is some rule (like the contractive version 
of smjective pairing) where some metavariable appears more than once, it is easy to 
build counterexamples, like the following one, to the bounding property that is crucial 
for Levy’s trick. 
Example 4.8. Let I = Ax.x, and consider the reduction sequence (np.(rci (p), rcz( p)) ) 
($fixQ L (~l(JiX~),~2cEX~)) 3 (7cl(4$fix~)),~2($fixO) JL (7ll(~fixO,~2 
(jix I)) spconlr - jixz. 
Whatever index n we associate to the original fix operator, there is no way to simulate 
the SP,,,,, reduction step in the labeled calculus as required by Proposition 4.1, because 
the occurrences of fix in the first component of the pair (ni(fixZ), 7r2(jx I)) and the 
occurrences of fix in the second component of the same pair will always have labels 
differing by 1 (such counterexamples are easy to build for any nonleft-linear rewriting 
rule). 
This very same counterexample can be encoded in a CRS having the following 
reduction rules: 
(P) @(4bl&))~~) --f W) 
(W WWl (W, pG(W) -+ hf 
(3x> Px + w-l@(f, @($x7 f>)> 
Indeed, we know from [26] that Klop’s counterexample [ 191 can be adapted to show 
that the contractive version of sutjective pairing is not confluent in the presence of a 
fixpoint operator; we also know from [3] that nonlinear algebraic rules cause confluence 
(and even uniqueness of normal forms) to fail in the presence of fixpoints. 
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- 
Nevertheless, if the CRS S is left-linear, then it is straightforward to verify that ‘2 
can simulate ‘2. On the other hand, also the erasing property is trivially verified 
(even if the system is not left-linear) since a reduction step of bounded recursion 
can be simulated by a reduction step of unbounded recursion by just removing the 
superscripts from the fix constants. We can then conclude that: 
Theorem 4.9 (Recursion preserves confluence of left-linear CR%). Let S be any Zeft- 
linear CRS. If S is conjuent, then so is S plus unbounded recursion. 
One important remark here is that even if unbounded recursion is orthogonal with 
all the other rules of the confluent system S (since we have added a new con- 
stant fix), the system S is not necessarily orthogonal, so the result of the previ- 
ous theorem is not a particular case of the confluence proof in [21] for orthogonal 
CRSs. 
4.5, Rewriting with jixpoints and expansion rules 
A natural question that arises now is whether we can extend this rather general 
result to the case of the expansionary reductions we used in the first part of this paper. 
Indeed, these conditional rewriting rules, do not fit in the general schema for CRSs. 
We claim that the preservation of confluence holds in general for left-linear systems 
extended with these expansion rules (where the notion of left linearity depends on 
the particular formalism we choose to describe the rewriting systems). Again, we can 
substantiate this claim by showing how to proceed in the very general case of left- 
linear CRSs extended with expansion rules, but for the sake of readability, we will 
write down l-terms in the usual notation, and not in the CRS formalism as in the 
previous section. 
The proof technique relies on a translation, but we cannot proceed exactly as we did 
in the absence of expansion rules, because now the conditional nature of the expansions 
can prevent the translation of an expandable term from being expandable: for exam- 
ple, fix” can be expanded to Ag.jix”g, but its translation nf.f([fix”-‘If) cannot be 
expanded to 1g.(1f.f([$Jix”-‘]lf))g since it is already a l-abstraction. Notice that since 
Jix” constants have always functional types, this problem arises only to accommodate 
q, while SP expansions are not problematic. 
To avoid this pitfall, it is enough to translate the fixpoints into something that is not 
a il-abstraction, and there are many possibilities to do so. Let us see, for example, the 
following slight variation of the original translation, using I = Lxx: 
Definition 4.10 (Expansion compatible translation). 
<<$x0 >> =$x0 = y (the fixed fresh variable in the def.) 
<<fix” >> = Z@f.f(<<$x”-’ >> f)) 
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The translation [Ml of a term A4 is M where every occurrence of a Jix’ constant is 
replaced by [$x’]. 
For this translation, ye expansions are no longer problematic: indeed, the translation 
of a jix” is always a variable or an application, that can be expanded. Furthermore, $x” 
reductions can be simulated on the translation using fi, so we can prove the following: 
Proposition 4.11 (Simulation for bounded fixpoints with expansions). Let S he any 
- 
rewriting system containing /3 and the expansion rules. If A4 ‘2 N, then << M >>A + 
<< N >>. 
Proof. We can simulate Jix” reductions using /3: 
<fix” > =I(nf.f(<$x”-’ >> f)) J+ Af.f(<Jix”-’ >> f) 
=<if.f@x”-‘f)> 
And the simulation of q expansion of Jix” constants is now possible: 
<fix” > = I(nf .f (<jix”-’ >> f )) -2 Ag.(I(J.f .f @Ox”-’ B f)))g 
= << Ag:jix”g >> 
Since all other reduction rules do not invole $x, this concludes the proof. 0 
Remark 4.12 (Strong normalization with expansions and bounded fixpoints). An 
immediate consequence of Proposition 4.11 is that bounded fixpoints preserve strong 
normalization even in the presence of expansion rules. 
Finally, we apply again Theorem 4.3 and conclude that 
Theorem 4.13 (Modularity of confluence with J?X and expansions). Let L be any 
left-linear CRS containing p and extended with expansion rules for q and surjec- 
tive pairing. If L is conjluent, then so is L plus unbounded recursion. 
Proof. Erasing is trivially verified, and we have just given the weak simulation which 
is the identity on &-normal forms. Bounding can easily be proved due to the left- 
linearity of L. 0 
Remark 4.14 (Avoiding /?). It is not necessary to require the system L to really contain 
the fi rule: the proofs above go through unchanged if we assume that I, instead of being 
an abbreviation for the term ixx, is a fresh combinator with the associated rewriting 
rule 
IA4 -+ M 
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It is then enough to show that adding this rule to the original system preserves con- 
fluence, which is in general fairly easy to check, since I is a new combinator and it 
does not appear in any other rule. 
4.6. Strong normalization with p’ and bounded jixpoints 
For the sake of completeness, we briefly remark here that, as noticed in [ 11,9], it is 
also possible to translate bounded fixpoints in a way that a one-step fixpoint reduction 
can be simulated with at least one step of the b rule of the simply typed A-calculus. 
This is the case, for example, if we take the very same translation we used above (cf. 
Definition 4.10) for dealing with expansion rules. 
This means that any strongly normalizing rewriting system that contains /I or some 
kind of combinator that can be used to code the identity combinator I seen above, 
stays strongly normalizing when bounded fixpoints are added. 
This very simple and general result does not have real interest because we have 
already shown that strong normalization is not necessary at all to prove confluence 
with fixpoints, but we consider it worth mentioning here in view of the fact that it 
does not seem to be very well known: in many works normalization with bounded 
fixpoints is proven again and again without noticing that it is a fairly general property 
[29, 12, lo]. 
5. Conclusions 
We have shown that extensional equalities can easily be incorporated in higher-order 
programming languages with algebraic data-types: the problems encountered in previ- 
ous work to accomplish this goal were not due to extensional equalities themselves, 
but to the wrong choice of orientation of the associated rewrite rules. The well-known 
modularity results for confluence and normalization extend naturally once we choose 
expansion rules instead of the traditional contractive ones, thus providing a fully sat- 
isfactory solution to this long standing problem. In particular, this provides a simple 
way of deciding extensional equality that does not rely on ad hoc normalization strate- 
gies. We believe that this new approach can be successful also in the framework of 
polymorphic calculi, where the contractive interpretation of extensional equalities poses 
similar problems. 
We have also shown how to deal in full generality with fixpoint combinators: con- 
fluence is preserved under very permissive hypotheses, so that for many interesting 
calculi it is now possible to focus on the recursion-free fragment. 
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